
1. Introduction and motivation

Broadcast TV is one of the key services offered by most
telecom operators nowadays. This service presents strict
requirements in terms of survivability since a very high
number of users would be affected by a failure in its
distribution. Therefore, broadcast TV transport connec-
tions should be able to face multiple simultaneous link
failures in order to achieve 99,999% availability.

Currently, there exist multiple transport alternatives
for broadcast video distribution in metro and core net-
works. Operators can choose among layer 1 (NG-SDH,
OTH), layer 2 (PBB, PBB-TE, T-MPLS, RPR) and layer 3
(IP/MPLS) transport solutions. While most of these tech-
nologies already include protection mechanisms for
multicast connections, the development of restoration
mechanisms for multicast traffic is still an open issue.
In this context, this paper provides a performance ana-
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In this paper we give an overview of the network architecture and of the resilience requirements for both metro and core networks.
We propose and evaluate various protection mechanisms for the metro network and restoration mechanisms for the core network,
and evaluate them by extensive simulations, showing that the quality of the tree obtained after the failure is much less important
than the restoration time, that strongly depends on the algorithm that determines the new tree. We evaluate how the interrupts
of protection switching and restoration affect the experienced quality of service for different video formats and resolutions.
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Figure 1.  
Multicast 
distr ibution over
metro and core
networks [1]



lysis of resilience solutions for broadcast TV services
in metro and core networks based on a combination of
both multicast transport and restoration.

2. Distribution architecture 
and requirements for broadcast TV
services

Broadcast TV service is based on the digitalization, com-
pression and transmission and decoding of video sig-
nals over IP networks.

The distribution architecture of this type of services
is explained as follows (Figure 1): 

• A regional TV head-end receives all the national
and international TV channels by means of satellite,
fibre or wireless connections.

• Then TV channels are broadcasted within the 
regional network following two steps: a multicast
transport over IP in the backbone and a multicast
transport over Layer 2 in the metro area.

• Therefore, each DSLAM can receive all TV 
channels. However, due to the bandwidth limitations
of the access segment, the end user only receives
the selected channels.

Table 1 shows the bandwidth requirements of most
common Broadcast TV services:

Broadcast TV traffic volume does not depend on the
number of customers but on the number, definition and
coding of TV channels. So, TV traffic volume would be
similar in the metro access and metro core segments.
For example, 100 HDTV channels, with MPEG 4 coding,
will need 1 Gbps from the TV head-end to the rest of Ser-
vice PoPs in the metro core, and from the Service PoP
to the access nodes in the metro access.

Considering resilience issues of IP-TV services, we
can mention the following topics:

• This service requires resilience mechanisms for
high capacity multicast traffic. 
Total capacity depends on the number of 
TV channels, and the capacity per channel 
(definition and coding technique). 

• A very high number of users would be affected
by a total service cut. Therefore, broadcast TV
transport connections should be able to face 
multiple simultaneous link failures. 

• Recovery speed should be lower than 50 ms 
in case of a single failure and lower than 1 s 
in case of multiple failures [1].

• Neither retransmission nor FEC techniques are
used due to strict jitter requirements. 
Therefore very low packet loss rates are required.

Table 2 shows a summary of the main resilience re-
quirements for Broadcast TV services.

3. Transport and resilience alternatives
for Broadcast TV distribution

A possible alternative for Broadcast TV distribution is
Multi-Protocol Label Switching over IP (IP/MPLS) whose
Fast Reroute (FRR) mechanism supports both unicast
and multicast traffic. FRR is based on pre-planned pro-
tection schemes which are specially adapted to single
failures situations.

Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) is a layer 2 mul-
tipoint VPN that allows multiple sites to be connected
in a single bridged domain over a provider managed IP/
MPLS network. So, MPLS-based Fast Reroute mecha-
nism can be used to ensure sub-50 ms protection [2].

Provider Backbone Bridges (PBB) support multicast
over Carrier Ethernet networks. Packets are forwarded
and replicated according to their Backbone MAC. Ser-
vice is still connectionless, flooding is used when des-
tination MAC addresses are not recognized, and span-
ning tree protocol (STP) is used to prevent loops.

Provider Backbone Bridges – Traffic Engineering
(PBB-TE) is solving the survivability problems of PBB
by disabling STP and implementing 50 ms recovery with
fast 802.1ag CFM OAM. However 802.1ag only imple-
ments protection mechanisms for unicast traffic. Resto-
ration mechanisms are not available yet due to the lack
of a distributed control plane. Current PBB-TE stand-
ards work does not address P2MP architectures.
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Provider Link State Bridging (PLSB) is an extension
of PBB-TE which supports multicast transport. It could in-
clude either protection or restoration mechanisms. How-
ever, there are no standardization initiatives for PLSB
yet.

Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) that is based on a dual
counter-rotating ring can be used for video multicasting.

Transport-Multiprotocol Label Switching (T-MPLS) is
a connection-oriented packet switched transport layer
technology. T-MPLS supports almost all the protection
mechanisms of typical transport networks with sub-50
ms protection switching time (relying on hardware-bas-
ed OAM implementation). Some open issues of this
technology are the standardization of OAM and resili-
ence mechanisms for P2MP connections and the T-MPLS
control plane definition.

Next Generation-Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (NG-
SDH) is one of the most extended technologies in me-
tro-core and core networks, and is mainly aimed at pro-
viding a bridging point between the legacy TDM archi-
tectures and new IP and Ethernet transport networks.
Currently, NG-SDH networks can also include a GMPLS
control plane. According to it, both legacy protection
and new restoration mechanisms can be implemented.

There are two more technologies to provide Broad-
cast TV service. Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) imple-
ments both dedicated and shared protection mecha-
nisms in order to allow sub-50 ms lambda recovery. If
optical nodes include add&drop functionalities, then such
mechanisms could be easily used for multicast protec-
tion. It is important to highlight that the implementation
of restoration mechanisms in all optical networks is
much more complex. Optical Burst Switching (OBS) is
another possibility. It can be seen as a long-term alter-
native for video transport and it could be a good me-
chanism for fast video downloads. From a resilience-
based perspective, OBS is more fault-tolerant than OCS.

Table 3 summarizes some characteristics of the pre-
vious technical transport alternatives for delivering IP-
TV traffic.

Although T-MPLS and PBB-TE do not support multi-
cast distribution solution by now, there are a lot of tech-
nical alternatives providing it, as it can be observed in
the table. Then, we will focus in multicast mechanisms
for delivering Broadcast TV services. In addition, it is
checked that it achieves bandwidth savings in compa-
rison with unicast distribution solution.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate different re-
silience mechanisms for multicast connections.

4. Resilience mechanisms for 
metro networks

Once we have chosen multicast transport as the most
efficient one in terms of resource consumption, we aim
to quantify the possible differences between two resili-
ence strategies, such as 1+1 protection and restoration,
measuring the provided service availability.

4.1 Case studies
In the metropolitan area, we have developed the si-

mulations over the Madrid’s Metro-Core reference sce-
nario, presented in Figure 2.

As we mentioned previously, we will focus on mul-
ticast transport solution. So, a point-to-multipoint con-
nection is established from the TV head node to the
metro access nodes to transport all the TV channels.

In this part of the study, we have analyzed the follow-
ing case studies:

• Multicast distribution combined with protection:
the use of global 1+1 protection for 
the multicast tree is analyzed in a multiple failure
scenario.

Network resilience requirements and algorithms...
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Figure 2.  Madrid’s Metro-Core reference network

• Multicast distribution combined with restoration:
in this case, we analyze a global restoration 
mechanism to recover the branches of the 
multicast tree in a situation with multiple failures.

4.2 Recovery procedures
In this section we are going to explain the operation

of the two resilience mechanisms that we expect to com-
pare in terms of service availability:

• 1+1 Protection: it consists of pre-calculating 
a working multicast tree and a backup multicast
tree, both according to shortest path algorithm.
There is another condition to compute the backup
tree: it must be link-disjoint respect to the working
one (Figure 3).

Figure 3.  Multicast with 1+1 protection. 

At the initial situation, we have 
established the pre-calculated working
multicast tree (Fig. 3a). After a multiple
link failure event, if there is an error
affecting any link of the primary multi-
cast tree, the resilience mechanism
(1+1 protection) switches to the pre-
calculated backup multicast tree, 
if possible (Fig. 3b).

In this situation, if a link failure affects
any link of the backup multicast tree,
the resilience mechanism tries to re-
establish the pre-computed working
multicast tree (Figure 3a). 

• Restoration: as soon as the network starts to work,
a multicast tree is computed and established 
according to shortest path algorithm (Fig. 4a).
After a multiple link failure event, if there is an
error affecting any link of the established multi-
cast tree, the resilience mechanism (restoration)
searches another possible multicast tree according
to the available network resources (Fig. 4b), 
avoiding the broken links. In this manner, it is tried
to maintain the IP-TV service in all the access
nodes.

4.3 Study parameters
The simulations have been carried out using OM-

NET++ [3]. OMNET++ is an object-oriented modular di-
screte event network simulator. The most common app-
lication area of OMNET++ is the simulation of telecom-
munications networks.

The simulation model includes, as well as the net-
work nodes and bidirectional links, a central module
that computes the corresponding multicast trees de-
pending on both the considered resilience mechanism
and the available network resources (i.e., non-cut links)
at every moment. Also, it calculates the number of met-
ro access nodes that can not receive the IP-TV traff ic
and the period of time being out of service.

For all the simulations, we have chosen two input pa-
rameters: mean time between link failures (MTBF) and
mean time to repair the link failures (MTTR). 

The chosen values have been the following: 
– MTBF: 30 days, 45 days, 2 months

and 6 months. 
– MTTR: 6 hours, 12 hours, 1 day, 

2 days, 5 days, 1 week and 2 weeks.
– Simulation time: 5 years.
We have carried out simulations com-

bining all the considered MTTR values for
every MTBF one separately. The random
number generator has been fed with diffe-
rent seeds in order to obtain statistically
reliable results for each pair of MTTR and
MTBF values. Specifically, we have used
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the L’Ecuyer random number generator [4] with a gene-
ration period of 2191 that guarantees a great amount of
independent streams.

In this study, a subset of the obtained results is pre-
sented in the next section.

The output parameter has been the service unavail-
ability percentage obtained with each considered resi-
l ience mechanism. To evaluate this parameter, every
time when a subset of metro access nodes can not be
reached, we measure the number of access nodes that
are out of service and the period of time when they are not
receiving the IP-TV traffic, and finally, we carry out the
next operation:

where SU is the total service unavailability percen-
tage, ANtotal is the total number of metro access nodes
in the network, Tsim is the total simulation time, ANout i s
the number of access nodes being out of service dur-
ing a certain period of time Tout. Each of these pairs of
values (ANout, Tout) represents an element j of the group
Pout.

4.4 Results
For these input parameters, MTBF = 6 months, MTTR

varies from 6 hours to 14 days, we have measured the
service unavailability percentage for both IP-TV distri-
bution mechanisms. This MTBF value is evaluated as a
worst case and also it can be considered as a typical
value for an air network deployment. We have obtained
the following graphics in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5.  Service unavailability percentage with Multicast
with 1+1 Protection

Figure 6.  Service unavailability percentage with Multicast
with Restoration

Thanks to the adaptability capacity of the restora-
tion mechanism to the available network resources in
case of multiple failure, the service unavailability time
is zero or negligible for multicast with restoration (Fig.
6), for all the considered MTTR range. In the case of the
1+1 protection resilience mechanism, as we have only
two possible multicast trees, the probability that a fai-
lure affects a branch of any of the two possible trees is
many greater, increasing the access nodes that can not
be reached (Fig. 5).

Summing up, according to our simulation results,
only restoration-based solutions can achieve 99.999%
figures for providing Broadcast TV services, regardless
of the MTTR (mean time to repair) parameter.

4.5 Description of assumptions 
Our analysis is based on the following assumptions:
1. There is enough bandwidth to carry the TV broad-

cast channel.
2. However, failures may happen at any link, with Po-

isson rate λ, which is equal to 1/MTBF and recovery rate
µ, which is equal to 1/MTTR.

3. The possible transmission strategies are either
multicast with restoration or protection.

4. The maximum number of failures is equal to four.
Namely, recovery will happen immediately if four failur-
es occur. This implies that the operator will make every
effort not to have four failures whatsoever.

Based on these assumptions, we will evaluate:
1. Number of failures that lead to loss of connecti-

vity in the multicast tree.
2. Distribution of the time to disconnection, namely,

time it takes to loose connectivity in the multicast tree. 
By multicast tree, we mean the (Hamiltonian) path in

the network, such that every node is visited once. The
goal is to assess the network performance in terms of
fault tolerance of the multicast tree, in terms of MTBF
and MTTR.

4.6 Number of failures to loose connectivity
For both the protection and restoration case we eval-

uate the number of failures that lead to loss of connec-
t ivi ty. Clearly, the chances of disconnection increase
with increasing number of failures. Our aim is to eval-
uate the minimum number of failures are necessary for
an eventual disconnection.

4.6.1 Multicast tree with restoration
Our preliminary results show that there are four pos-

sible link-disjoint paths originating at the head-end node
to any other node Figure 7.

Being the node outdegree equal to four, a Hamiltonian
path exists (Theorem 6.10 [5]). On the other hand, since
the maximum number of link-disjoint paths is four then
the minimum number of “cut-sets” that disconnects the
subgraph i s four (Menger’s  Theorem, [5]). As a result,
the minimum number of failures is equal to four. How-
ever, the failure location is essential. Namely, four fail-
ures may no lead to loss of connectivity in the tree.

Network resilience requirements and algorithms...
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Figure 7.  Link disjoint paths in a restoration scheme

4.6.2 Multicast tree with protection
In this case, there are two possible link-disjoint multi-

cast trees, a primary and a backup one (Figure 8 and 9).

Figure 8.  Primary multicast tree

Figure 9.  Backup multicast tree

Since the number of trees is equal to two the minimum
number of failures is also equal to two, one per tree, in
contrast to restoration where typically more than two
failures can be “survived”.

4.7 Distribution of the time to disconnection
In this section, we will characterize the time to dis-

connection, as a Continuous Time Markov Chain, with
the hypothesis set forth in previous sections. First we
will derive the set of states. Then, we will evaluate the
hitting time to the state “disconnection of the multicast
tree”.

4.7.1 The case with four nodes
Let us examine the case with four nodes, in order to

provide a lower bound for the time to disconnection (Fi-
gure 10).

Figure 10.  The case with 4 nodes

First note, that a minimum of four failures are ne-
cessary to produce a disconnection. Secondly, we note
that the graph is symmetric. In what follows, we exploit
the symmetry to derive the time to disconnection.

The following graph (Figure 11) is obtained by fold-
ing the previous graph along the axis of symmetry.

Figure 11.  The folded graph with 4 nodes

Interestingly, let us consider the reflected failures
across the symmetry axis from right to left. For exam-
ple, a failure in the right outer edge can be reflected to
the left outer edge as shown in the following figure (Fi-
gure 12).
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Figure 12.  Reflected failures from left to right

Now, if we consider the folded graph only, it turns
out that disconnection happens if and only if there are
four reflected failures, in two adjacent edges.

4.7.2 Time to disconnection with four nodes
In this section we evaluate the time to disconnec-

tion, i. e. the distribution of the time elapsed until the
multicast tree is disconnected. To do so, we consider
the Continuous Time Markov Chain of the number of fail-
ures and ratio of sample paths that lead to disconnec-
tion.

The former can be easily derived using the M/M/4/4
model. The latter requires an explicit calculation of the
number of scenarios that give raise to disconnection,
with a grand total of four failures. 

We distinguish the following cases:
• One reflected failure per link in four links: 

we only have one possibility.
• Two reflected failures per link, non-adjacent: 

we have two possibilities.
• Two reflected failures per link, adjacent: 

we have 4 possibilities.
Thus, the ratio of the number of scenarios leading to

disconnection is 4/(4+2+1)=4/7=0.57.
On the other hand, the distribution function of the time

to disconnection can be obtained from the M/M/4/4 as
follows. First, we note that the infinitesimal generator is
given by

Let X be the time until four failures, let M = e–Pt. Then
P (X ≤ t)=M (1.5). Finally, note that the latter is the distri-
bution function of the time elapsed until four failures
occur, regardless of whether they bring disconnection
or not. Consequently, this is a conservative analysis.
Figure 13 shows the results for MTTR=15 days and MTBF=
60 days (worst case).

Our preliminary result shows that
four failures will happen in a time in-
terval of 160 days with probability
0.9975. Namely, we may expect four
failures in a time interval of approxi-
mately five months. However, only 4/7
of them will lead to disconnection.

5. Multicast/Broadcast 
solutions for 
core networks

In core networks the video content is
distributed (multi-casted) in bundles

of tens to hundreds of programs to the metro networks.
Depending on the resolution and encoding of certain
program channels this requires a capacity from 100
Mbps to a few Gbps. Therefore, some multicasts hav-
ing smaller bandwidth requirement can share a single
wavelength path, while others that exhaust the capa-
city of a wavelength channel may even require multiple
bundled wavelength channels.

We assume a two-layer network architecture, where
the upper layer is an asynchronous time switched one,
e.g., IP transport over Ethernet and/or MPLS while the
lower layer is a circuit switched one, based on wave-
length division multiplexing (typically DWDM eventually
with OTN framing).

In such a two-layer architecture we assume multi-
casting capability at both layers. At the upper, IP/MPLS/
Ethernet layer multicast is supported, by sending the
same packets to two or more outgoing ports. This in-
creases the load of the backplane of the switch. At the
lower, optical layer the multicast is done physically, i.e.,
the signal, as well as its power is divided among two or
multiple outgoing ports. This approach requires splitters
in the optical switches that, although not yet supported
by many manufacturers, can be done by a simple and
cheap splitter.

Network resilience requirements and algorithms...
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We also assume grooming in our approach as follows.
If there are two or more sub-lambda traffic streams that
use the same path in a part of the network, they can be
groomed together into a single wavelength channel by any
grooming capable node as well as they can be separat-
ed (de-multiplexed) again by any other grooming capable
node. This leads to much better resource utilization.

This two-layer network is represented as a single
graph, with as many parallel edges between certain nod-
es as many wavelengths are supported over that link
and using sub-graphs connecting these parallel edges
in nodes to model different functionality including cross-
connecting, grooming, etc. The model of this network is
discussed in our earlier papers, including [6] and [7].

5.1 Methods for multicast routing
We have assumed that a single source (the root of

the tree) supplies a few sinks, (destinations, leaves of
the tree). This is a special Steiner tree, where the idea
is to carry the information in a single exemplar (copy)
as long as possible and to multiply at the farthest node
to use as few capacity as possible for the whole multi-
cast connection (tree). However, there are two const-
raints. Both upper (electronic) and lower (optical) layer
multi-cast capabilities have breadth limitations, i.e., each
node has limitation to how many output ports can it co-
py the same content. Furthermore, the depth of the tree,
i.e., the largest source-destination distance has to be
limited as well.

Here we have evaluated the following three multi-cast
routing methods that we proposed earlier in [6] and [7]:
ASP, MPH and ILP.

• ASP: Accumulative Shortest Path (Dijkstra)
This method is the fastest and simplest one how-

ever the results it provides are suboptimal. The root-to-
leave demands are not routed at once simultaneously,
but in a sequence one after the other using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. The idea is that the cost of elements (links in
the wavelength graph) already used by a root-to-leaves
demand of the same tree is set to zero, that means it can
be used for free for all future root-to-leaves demands of
the same tree. Of course the chosen sequence signifi-
cantly influences the result.

• MPH: Minimal Path Heuristic
We have adapted [8] to our wavelength graph mo-

del. The idea is that we calculate the shortest path in
our wavelength graph model between all leaves and be-
tween the leaves and the route. This results in a com-
plete graph where the number of vertices equals to the
number of leaves plus one for the root. In this simpler
graph Prim’s algorithm [9] is used to find the least-cost
spanning tree. This minimum spanning tree is then tra-
ced back to the wavelength graph. Analogously to the
ASP, where a new demand joins the tree, here while re-
connecting the cut leaves the costs of all already used
edges are set to zero.

• ILP: Integer Linear Programming
Since this method provides always the global opti-

mum in terms of the objective function this was the re-

ference method to compare other methods to. The time
requirements for ILP were the largest among the three
methods ranging from a few to a few hundred seconds
in our case. The ILP formulation was proposed and ex-
plained in our earlier paper [6].

5.2 Methods for restoring multicast sessions
If a link or a node fails in the network it will affect all

the multicast connections that use that element. How-
ever, if this element is just a leaf (a single user) its fail-
ure wil l  affect only that user, however if an element
close to the source (to the root of the tree) fails, than
typically many leaves (end users) will be cut from the
source. We propose methods for all the cases that re-
connect the cut leaves (users) or whole branches (groups
of users) to the healthy part of the tree or directly to the
source.

Here we propose and discuss the different methods
for restoring the trees upon failures. The four methods
(ASP, ASP partial, ILP and ILP partial) for restoration
that we propose here are based on methods for routing
as follows.

• ASP
ASP restoration can be applied to any tree that was

set up by any algorithm. Its idea is that if a link fails it
can cut a single leaf or multiple (even all the) leaves from
the root. We use here Dijkstra’s algorithm to find a new
path from each cut leave to the root, where the costs of
already used links are set to zero as explained for the
ASP routing.

• ASP Partial
ASP partial restoration is a kind of link restoration,

i.e., if a branch of the tree is cut, then the whole branch
as it is will be reconnected to the closest point of the
tree.

• ILP
The whole tree is configured from scratch in opti-

mal way. Instead of the original graph we use the graph
without the elements that failed. This is the optimal
new tree. However, it can be very different from the ori-
ginal one. This is a drawback, since many connections
will have to be interrupted for reconfiguration purpo-
ses.

• ILP Partial
This is very similar to the ILP restoration approach

with the difference, that the part of the tree that is not
affected by the failure is kept, i.e., all unaffected links
will have zero cost.

5.3 Simulation results
The simulations have been carried out on the COST

266 BT European reference network that consists of 28
nodes and 41 links. Each tree consisted of one ‘root’ and
5-27 ‘leaves’ all randomly chosen with uniform distribu-
tion.

First, we have optimally configured the multi-cast trees
using ‘ASP’, ‘MPH’ and ‘ILP’ as explained in Section 5.1
and shown as the leftmost triplet of bars in Figure 14(a)
– 14(f).
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Then, we have simulated link failures one-by-one for
all links used by the considered tree, and for each such
failure scenario we have restored the tree using the four
methods ‘ASP’, ‘ASP partial’, ‘ILP’, ‘ILP partial’ as ex-
plained in Section 5.2.

The evaluation criteria were as follows.
First we have evaluated the cost of the obtained tree

as shown in Figure 14(a). The failure-less tree was al-
ways the ‘cheapest’ particularly that obtained by ‘ILP’.
After the failure, the ‘ILP’ has
best restored the tree, regard-
less what was the initial tree
set up method. For other restora-
tion methods ‘MPH’ had rough-
ly the same performance as
‘ILP’, while ‘ASP’ was the worst.

Second, the time required
to calculate the multi-cast tree
as well as to recalculate the
restoration of the tree was eva-
luated as shown in Figure 14(b).

Here we see the drawback
of the ‘ILP’ method for both rout-
ing and restoring the tree. How-
ever, it gives the global opti-
mum in terms of its cost-bas-
ed objective function. ‘ILP’ has
the most significant time re-
quirement, while ‘ASP’ and ‘ASP
partial’ are the fastest.

The amount of used capa-
city shown in Figure 14(c) has
similar character to that of the
cost (Figure 14(a)).

Figure 14(d) shows how ma-
ny wavelengths are used by
the different methods to set up
and restore the trees. For both,
ILP is followed by ASP. For re-
storation the partial methods
have better performance than
the simple full ASP.

Figure 14(e) shows how ma-
ny E/O ports are required to per-
form multi-cast in the electro-
nic (upper) layer. This is slightly
related to the number of wave-
lengths used (Fig.14(d)).

If more wavelengths are used, slightly less E/O and
O/E conversions are requested, since in some cases
‘E’ (electronic) multicasting can be substituted by the
‘O’ (optical) multicasting. Any failure will cause signi-
ficant growth in using O/E and E/O ports.

In Figure 14(f) it is interesting to note that the size of
the network relative to the failure-less case can be so-
mewhat smaller, particularly for the ASP tree set-up
with ILP tree-restoration! The explanation of this beha-
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and recovering after them 
using four methods: 

ASP, ASP partial, ILP, ILP part ial.
The tr iple columns show 

the three methods ASP, MPH, ILP
for sett ing up trees init ial ly. 

The leftmost triplet of columns is
the fai lureless reference case 

in Figure 14(a)–14(f).



viour is, that in the failure-less case ASP did not find a
good tree, so relative to it ILP resets the whole tree from
scratch, resulting a much better tree even if a link is
unavailable due to its failure!

Finally, Figure 14(g) and Figure 14(h) show how the
tree set-up method and the restoration strategy upon a
failure impact the users. For this purpose we have defin-
ed two metrics, the Relative Impact (Figure 14(g)), and
its variant (Figure 14(h)) weighted by the relative change
of the number of wavelengths used, i.e., by the ratio
of the number of wavelengths in the failure-less case to
that in the case of failures.

We have defined the relative impact of failures as the
average of the following products for all failure scenarios:

– The ratio of leaves cut from the root of the tree by
the considered failure to all the leaves of the tree.

– The time of restoring the tree, i.e., 
calculating and setting up the new tree.

– The length of the link which failure is being 
considered (the longer the link is the more prone
to failures is, i.e., has lower availability and will
fail more often, therefore, it is taken with higher
weight into the average).

In Figure 14(g) and Figure 14(h) it is to be noted that
regardless of the tree set-up methods, the faster ‘ASP’
and ‘ASP partial’ methods should be used for restora-
tion upon the failure, since although they provide slightly
cheaper trees, their calculation times are not accept-
able!

6. Quality of experience for video 
streaming in case of short interrupts
caused by network failures

In this section we present our experimental study to
evaluate how the different protection and restoration
times upon failures affect the experienced quality of dif-
ferent video formats and contents.

In our experiments we have used the ACR (Absolute
Category Rating) method [10]. The IETF has a similar
framework, the MDI, Media Delivery Index [11], where
the packet delay and packet loss are mostly considered.

However, since the failures happen very rarely, e.g.,
a few times per year that hardly affects the quality of
the service in its classical sense we have condensed
the failure events in the following way. We assume that
there are exactly three failures of equal duration at
random time instants with at least 10 seconds of diffe-
rence between two failures within each 40-second vi-
deo clip.

In all cases MPEG2 encoding has been used, with
maximum packet size of 1310 bytes. The video frames
have been carried by UDP over IP, around 400 packets
per second, 16 packets per video frame on average.
Three videos have been evaluated as shown in Table 4.
The bit-rates of videos were analyzed by the Elecord
Stream Application software. In all cases there were
15 evaluators. First, the video clip with no failures has
been shown, then failures of duration of 30, 50, 200,
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Table 4.  
The parameters of 
the 3 videos evaluated

Figure 15.
Mean opinion

score with 
variance for 

the three videos
for different 
durations of

protection or
restoration.

Higher score
means better

qual i ty.



500 and 1000 ms in random order and again these five
failure durations in another random order with different
failure instants.

Figure 15 shows the average and the variance of
scores provided by the 15 evaluators. The effect of fail-
ures typically was that the motion stopped, the sound
disappeared, and the picture was in part covered by
squares off different sizes of colors mostly similar to
the picture, however sometimes very different colors ap-
peared as well.

It can be seen that slow motion SDTV is less affect-
ed by failures than the HDTV, while fast motion SDTV is
between them for longer outages. For shorter outages
the experienced quality is in general better. Two inter-
esting properties can be noticed. First, that the quality
of HDTV that was most seriously affected by longer out-
ages is least impacted by shorter outages. Some short
interrupts could be noticed, however, the squares were
much smaller than for SDTV that explains the better ex-
perienced quality. Second, for shorter interrupts it does
matter where the outages occur, i.e., what kinds of frames
are lost.

In MPEG encoding each frame (GOP: Group of Pic-
tures) consists of a series of frames, where the first one
is the so-called I-frame which corresponds to a whole
fixed image. It is followed by other frames that do not
carry the whole fixed image, only differences relative to
the picture carried in the I-frame. Therefore, if an I-frame
is lost it is more critical than loosing only differences
to this frame. Also, if there is sound or particularly speech
when the outage happens it is more critical from the
perspective of the user. This explains that for very short
interrupts the subjective scoring of experienced qua-
lity can vary depending on the exact timing of failures.

Regarding the effects of failures onto the experien-
ced quality of video streaming we can conclude, that
interrupts of length from 30 to 1000 ms can be all noti-
ced, they cause a minor disruption; however, conside-
ring that they happen a few times per year only, they
are not critical at all. Although for SDTV interrupts over
100 ms, while for HDTV interrupts of over 50 ms can be
annoying, if the service is restored within 50 ms the
user will not loose any content that could hinder him
understanding a sport event, a movie or news.

7. Conclusions

At present, IP-TV distribution in the metro and core net-
works is based on packet transport technologies such
as IP/MPLS at level 3, including sub-50 ms 1+1 protec-
tion and restoration mechanisms (i.e., fast rerouting)
and NG-SDH and DWDM technologies for transport at
level 1.

At this point, it is important to mention the new exist-
ing alternatives for delivering IP-TV services, like PBT
(T-MPLS or PBB-TE) at level 2, and OTN for level 1. How-
ever, these technologies only implement protection me-
chanisms for unicast traffic. In addition, restoration me-

chanisms are not available yet due to the lack of a dist-
ributed control plane in both technologies. So, in the fu-
ture, these technologies can be planned to be used for
the distribution of IP-TV service, as long as the stan-
dardization of OAM and resilience mechanisms for P2MP
connections and the control plane definition for both
technologies will be achieved.

In this paper we have analyzed the resilience require-
ments of IPTV based video streaming (multicast, broad-
cast) services, and also compared a wide range of re-
silience mechanisms and evaluated their capabilities
and performance for both metro and core networks.

Firstly, in Section 4.4, it has been demonstrated by
means of simulation that the utilization of restoration me-
chanism is the most appropriate one in order to sup-
port an acceptable quality of service when it is highly
dependent on the service availability time, in a multi-
ple failure scenario. This is the case of IP-TV broadcast
service since a very high number of users would be af-
fected by a total service cut. So, we recommend the
application of restoration as the resilience mechanism
in combination with multicast transport, since it provid-
es total service availability in all the metro access nodes,
regardless of the mean time to repair.

Finally, in Section 5.3 and 6, our results show that
while there are few failures at a time the protection is
fast enough not to affect the understandability and en-
joyability of the video content. However, if there are mul-
tiple failures at a time, and instead of protection resto-
ration has to be used that can last for seconds the us-
ers will not be satisfied with the quality. The probabili-
ties of having such a failure pattern that will interrupt
the streaming for more than half a second is very rare.
In case of interrupts longer than a few tens of millise-
conds the content should be cached and streamed
again as soon as the network, or the cut branches of
the tree have recovered.
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